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 ABSTRACT 

Mental Health is a vital a part of the human body. People are afflicted by diverse intellectual wellness issues 

because of diverse reasons which aren’t recognizable easily. Direct Counseling isn't always low cost for many, 

even as a few aren't open to exhibit their internal mind to other individual, taking into consideration issues 

coined as disabilities that have an effect on their recognition in society. We intend to utilize "Mental conduct 

treatment" which utilizes psycho- social intercession that plans to work on emotional well-being. Strategies 

utilized in this venture are of Natural Language Processing zeroing in on "Dialogue Generation" by figuring out 

the setting of the message and "Sentiment Analysis" to recognize the psychological condition of the individual 

and answer in like manner by giving well-suited exhortation and investigation .If we can identify emotional 

wellness issues at the right time and provide reasonable assistance, we could save precious lives. Facebook and 

Twitter are one of the biggest applications for information sharing. The data analyzed here is collected through 

social networking applications called Facebook and Twitter. Sentiment analysis permits us to get a dash of 

tendency of individuals' perspectives in favor or against of any subject. The fundamental inspiration to utilize 

this chat is to check out, look at and break down how the individual arrangements a circumstance either by 

communicating their hostility, as we all condemn such inhuman activities. Chatbots are acquiring their fame in 

the public eye and have set off warmed conversations in medical services too. A chatbot or conversational 

specialist is software that can speak with a human by utilizing regular language. One of the essential tasks in 

artificial intelligence and natural language processing is the modeling of conversation. In this undertaking we 

use chatbot and Twitter, Facebook sentiment examination to review one's emotional well-being status. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the mind-boggling changes in the humankind's presence as the pandemic drags to all aspects of the world 

being one explanation while the record-breaking upset due to lifestyle, work life balance, profound sensitivity 

going about as regrettable variables on human mental prosperity prompting numerous unrecognizable and 

barely noticeable psychological well-being issues. As per a review led by UNICEF and Gallup in mid-2021 with 

20,000 youngsters and grown-ups in 21 nations. Orderly 41% of youngsters between 15 - 24 years old in India 

said that it is great to get support for emotional wellness issues, contrasted with a standard of 83% for 21 

nations. Truth be told, India was the only one of 21 nations where just a minority of youngsters felt that 

individuals encountering psychological well-being issues ought to connect with others. The study discoveries, 

which are seen in The State of the World's Children 2021, additionally found that around 14% of 15 to 24-year-

olds in India, or 1 of every 7, detailed frequently feeling discouraged or caring barely at all about getting things 

done. The extent went from right around one out of three in Cameroon, one of every seven in India and 

Bangladesh, to as low as one out of ten in Ethiopia and Japan. Across 21 nations, the middle was one of every 

five youngsters. The project intends to empower looking for mental assistance and advancing widely about 

them to comprehend, discuss them straightforwardly and be some assistance to other people. 

Chatbot is a man-made reasoning innovation for conversing through the day- to- day language with people. 

Chatbot is the most straightforward framework to be accessed by the humankind to achieve the objective of 

discussion through the working of bot. The progressions of these chatbots to cater their motivations have 

become more conspicuous with cutting edge fields of Artificial Intelligence and Machine learning. One such is 

Natural Language Processing, which has been popular in the field of AI the recent years in view of its kind 

of understanding the human language which has extraordinary effect on the improvement in development of 

tools that are closer to humanity. 

While social media stages facilitate the users to straightforwardly offer their viewpoint in many structures like 

pictures, recordings, sounds, composed posts, setting status and so forth which portrays the everyday existence 
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of an individual which aids examine the psychological well- being of individual without inclination to 

discussions of a second. Thus the Project utilizes discussion of client right now and web-based entertainment 

investigation utilizing VADER analyzer to lead a reasonable response and assist with alleviating them. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The authors of [1], have reviewed how customers have interaction with and are redirected with the aid of a 

despair chatbot (Tess).The first intention became to explain Tess's cumulative use, in addition to the full 

quantity of depression module encounters, typed characters, user comments, and common time spent 

engaging with the modules. identifying how people transitioned from one module to the next was the second 

one purpose. The aim turned into to provide an explanation for how each module was used by counting the 

wide variety of user texts, characters written, total use time, and finishing touch prices. The fourth intention 

evaluated the wide variety of objects, time of use, the number of messages received usage patterns, and 

characters used to higher recognize participant glide inside modules. 

In [2], the authors studied and reviewed the contemporary proof for chatbots, in addition to their part in 

intellectual infection analysis, and care. Chatbots may be beneficial in handing over remedy for individuals who 

are hesitant to proportion their emotional problems with any other human being. because of this, they 

concluded that simulated remedy brought through a chatbot might also increase access to mental health care at 

the same time as still being extra a success for people who are hesitant to communicate with a Therapist. 

The writers of [3], summarise and pool the findings of preceding studies to decide the efficacy and protection of 

chatbots in enhancing intellectual fitness. The effects of chatbots on the value of anxiety, as well as their 

tremendous and bad effects, had been combined. experiments looked at the chatbot safety and concluded that 

they're constant in phrases of mental health, without a information of any unfavourable consequences. 

The authors of their paper, [4], layout a concept of a model chatbot that might be made use of in counselling for 

intellectual health problems. The disparity among the need for intellectual fitness offerings and investment 

available within the country wide fitness service (NHS) is predicted to growth, necessitating providers to 

expand extra cost-green approaches to provide intellectual fitness care. tension, fatigue, and depression are the 

issues for which digital interventions are advanced. Chatbots may be used as isolated interventions or as a part 

of virtual intervention. 

The authors in their paper,[5], proposed an unobtrusive emotion recognition method for affective social 

conversation on mobile devices. They determined 10 capabilities related to the emotional state of the human 

consumer; those functions were especially divided into user behavioural styles and the user context. The 

accuracy of emotional classification showed 67% on average for seven emotional states: happiness, surprise, 

anger, disgust, unhappiness, worry, and neutral. 

The authors in their paper,[6], proposed paintings analysis the emotion of people regarding the government 

assignment "Statue of solidarity" the usage of social media analytics and numerous sentiment analysis 

strategies. assessment became finished using Polarity and Emotion based totally techniques. evaluation became 

completed the usage of Polarity and Emotion primarily based processes. within the Polarity-based absolutely 

technique, they calculated sentiment rankings and counted the sort of top notch, bad, and impartial tweets 

about this undertaking. 

In [8], the authors brought word embedding as functions extracting version for IAD sentiments evaluation. 

Then they applied four famous gadget gaining knowledge of strategies (LR, DT, SVM, and NB). The findings 

display that terrible Samples can indeed affect type performance. except, the exceptional performance 

consequences of the classifiers had been acquired the usage of SVM with a excessive stage of P (eighty two %) 

and R (seventy nine%), and F1 score (78%) whilst the classifier became applied via the usage of the parameter 

values (W = 1, D = 50 and NS 

= 30). 

In [9], the authors talk the extraction of tweets, information pre-processing to eliminate the noise, evaluation, 

the statistics the usage of the lexicon-primarily based approach, and classify the tweets into unique 

categories calculating the sentiment rating and the sort of polarity. The evaluation turned into completed the 

usage of Polarity and Emotion based approaches. 
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In [10], on this paper, filthy facts, a propagandist text which can be genuine or false have been considered. The 

aid Vector machine and Multinomial Naïve Bayesian Algorithms are chosen for acting classification. various 

features are chosen for doing this task. The effects have proven that SVM has 69% accuracy. 

In [11], in this paper, the authors offer a survey of existing sentiment evaluation methods which have been 

utilized in a couple of fields which includes health, riots, stock sales, air pollution fields, catastrophe control, 

and many others. They categorize the approaches into four classes, namely system mastering, lexicon-primarily 

based, hybrid (combines system learning and lexicon-primarily based methods and graph-based totally tactics. 

The relaxation of this paper is organized on the TSA and sentiment category stages. recent data display that 

there are over 320M energetic Twitter money owed with 500M tweets despatched each day. Twitter sentiment 

evaluation goals that opinion expressed tweets as effective or terrible, together with Hadoop allotted document 

gadget (HDFS) and Cassandra 

In [12], in this paper, the authors confirmed that dependency in sentiment type can take the shape of the 

domain, subject matter, temporal and language fashion. The dependency is taking place due to the fact 

classifiers are mastering the semantic sentiment of texts in preference to the general sentiment of language 

used that is, the classifiers may be getting to know sentiment in the direction of named entities. 

In [13], The Authors discuss the gadget learning model, in particular the LR model, which was employed to 

build this chatbot, reaction machine compared to, for instance, chatbots built with Rasa NLU where sure 

responses would become looped. Chatbot research is in its early levels, and even as studies endorse that 

chatbots can be useful, more understanding of how they function is wanted. 

In [14], The Authors recognition is on strategies that tell approximately to deal with the brand new demanding 

situations raised by using sentiment-aware programs, while as compared to those which might be already 

gifted within the more traditional fact-based evaluation. they encompass substances in the evaluative text and 

issues concerning privacy, manipulation, and economic impact. 

In [15], The Writers proposed a singular semantic sentiment illustration of words, called Senti - Circle, which 

can assign context-specific sentiment orientation to phrases. They described the usage of Senti-Circles for 

lexicon-primarily based sentiment identification at both entity-stage and tweet-stage the use of special 

strategies. The proposed approach outperformed different lexicon labelling techniques for each entity-stage 

and tweet-level sentiment detection. 

In [16], The authors discuss AI cognitive offerings provided with semantic, cognitive, and perceptual computing 

techniques, in conjunction with ML, deep learning, and NLP that contains herbal language know-how and 

natural language generation to offer a human-centric way of computing with richer and greater natural 

communications between Chatbots and humans. 

In [17], The writers applied Chatbot effectively using python and they infer that the college chatbot aims to 

eliminate the inconvenience via giving a normal and simple utilize interface to deal with inquiries of 

understudies and manual. The chatbot provides rapid and proficient inquiry to answer the requests and 

receives the huge friends with their request. 

In this paper [21], The authors have extracted the sentiment polarity included in social media like fb comments 

through special machine mastering techniques. They used 5 extraordinary classifiers Naive Bayes, SVM, 

Random woodland, KNN, and decision Tree had been applied and evaluated the performance. From the 

accuracy degree, SVM gives higher consequences. As we've used only the bottom form of classifiers there is a 

threat to improve the accuracy by using tuning the parameters of classifiers. 

In this paper [22], The Authors summarize the textual content mining strategies, and statistics mining using 

three distinctive classifiers namely decision Tree, okay-NN, and Naive Bayes. The 3 classifiers expect the labels 

within the dataset. The consequences display the Accuracy of the decision Tree, k-NN, and Naïve Bayes of 80%, 

seventy-eight%, and 77%. consequences for Precision of choice Tree, k-NN, and Naïve Bayes amounted to 

seventy nine-ninetysix%, and 88.50%. The consequences additionally display that remember from decision 

Tree, okay-NN, and Naïve Bayes is eighty-four%, 70% and 64%. So, the belief of the Naïve Bayes classifier is a 

high-quality classifier for use with social media datasets because it presents more correct and specific 

predictions. 

In this paper [23] the authors concluded the effects modern-day sentiment evaluation on Twitter. They used a 
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formerly proposed unigram version as our baseline and report an universal gain modern over four% for 2 

category responsibilities: a binary, fine versus poor, and a three-way high quality as opposed to negative versus 

impartial. We investigated ultra-modern models: tree kernel and characteristic-primarily based fashions and 

reveal that both those fashions outperform the unigram baseline. The function-based approach, do feature 

analysis which exhibits that the maximum essential capabilities are those who integrate the prior polarity latest 

phrases and their element-latest-speech tags. 

On this paper [24] authors F. Patel, R. Thakore, I. Nandwani, and S. okay. Bharti has proposed an smart 

chatbot for intellectual state identity and their remedy. To become aware of the emotion cutting-edge consumer 

chat text, 3 deep learning algorithms specifically, CNN, RNN, and HAN have been deployed. With the help 

cutting-edge the label ultra-modern emotion, it also identifies the intellectual nation latest the user together 

with pressure or melancholy. they have got targeted on minor info modern the consumer as we trust that 

getting to their queries and assuaging them from the pressure would be the need for extra records 

approximately the user would cause an efficient and favoured output. 

In this paper [25] Authors A. Ghandeharioun, D. McDuff, M. Czerwinski, and ok. Rowan have provided EMMA, 

the primary emotionally shrewd and expressive fitness agent, that offers wellness suggestions in within the 

form of micro-interventions. 

In this paper [26] Authors ok. Oh, D. Lee, B. Ko and H. Choi offered a chatbot for mental healthcare. The chatbot 

assists psychiatric counselling in dialogues. The carrier communicates with a consumer through dialogues and 

conducts psychiatric counselling. To get a higher knowledge of the dialogues and apprehend the user's 

emotion, the service applies diverse emotional intelligence strategies: a multi-version emotion reputation from 

communique content material, intonation, and facial expression, an sensible corresponding along with 

psychiatric case-based reasoning and lengthy-time period tracking, and moral judgment, and many others. 

In this paper [27] Authors Weeraprameshwara, Gihan, Vihanga Jayawickrama, Nisansa de Silva, and Yudhanjaya 

Wijeratne, inside the paintings of Senevirathne et al, the motive for the dearth of overall performance of 

baseline fashions paired with a CNN layer is explained as the dearth of records entries to educate the model 

properly. but, changing the CNN layer configuration may also lead to an unfair comparison with the model used 

The HAHNN version shows the lowest development within the performance in comparison to other fashions. 

On this paper [28] Authors Terra Vieira, S.; Lopes Rosa, R.; Zegarra Rodríguez, D.; Arjona Ramírez, M.; Saadi, M.; 

Wuttisittikulkij, the Q-Meter the use of sentiment evaluation primarily based on CNN with BLSTM-RNN with 

the SRS activation feature with a precision of zero.ninety seven for terrible sentence type and got 0.96 for 

classifying the topic of susceptible signals. The set of rules CNN is used for extracting higher-stage 

neighborhood features, and the BLSTM-RNN leads for extracting the bottleneck features and goal-associated 

characteristic illustration. 

On this paper [29] Authors okay. Denecke, S. Vaaheesan, and A. Arulnathan, had brought SERMO, a cell software 

to guide mentally unwell people in regulating their emotions. The usability test results confirmed that the app 

is perceived with the aid of a psychologist however nonetheless needs to get progressed concerning system 

stability, managing surprising consumer input, and variability of chatbot responses. inside the current 

implementation, all statistics is stored at the cell smartphone. they'll paintings intently together with mental 

specialists and researchers to enhance and enlarge the chat procedures. 

On this paper [30], The Authors describe a Sentiment evaluation take a look at carried out on over 1000 FB 

posts about newscasts, comparing the sentiment. The linguistic and semantic tactics applied on this system 

permit the studies, the evaluation, and the class of outstanding volumes of heterogeneous files. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

OVERVIEW 

The proposed framework is an online application that depends on Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

centering on distinguishing proof and moderation of psychological well-being issues. The groundwork is 

multispectral with an NLP chatbot and social media Analysis of profiles on Twitter and Facebook. The chatbot 

module takes part in a well-disposed discussion with the client to decide the conceivable psychological well-

being issue out of the knock around by striking discussions zeroing in on the client's perspective, and 
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encounters. Right away followed by the Social Media Analysis of two famous sites specifically Facebook and 

Twitter using the Vader sentiment Analyzer. The model takes the different posts of the end user from the 

sources Facebook and Twitter in message design pattern, at present an archive to be transferred at the social 

media Analysis stage and investigate the feelings to stay away from the plausible predisposition of chatbot 

examination because of different issues of the nonpartisan condition of discussion, feigning, abandoning parts 

of the day-to-day existence and social behavior. As the proposed structure means to alleviate the recognized 

psychological wellness issues, the examination prompting the distinguishing proof of issue is trailed by giving 

tips, ideas, and sites that could be useful to plan meeting with specific specialists for additional clinical help and 

to keep the most awful from occurring. The proposed framework helps in beating the issues looked while 

managing psychological wellness issues, for example, close to home lop sidedness, mystery because of 

economic wellbeing, inaccessibility of Therapists at the need of the hour, Long holding up records, Expensive 

expenses, topographical imperatives looked alongside many drawbacks of chatbots currently accessible, for 

example, Improper reactions, Delayed reactions, Charges related, Fraud and so forth. 

ARCHITECTURE AND METHODOLOGY 

The model purposes the RASA framework to make a conversational Chatbot that includes NLP for having 

conversations with the users. The RASA design can be widely found in two areas specifically RASA NLU and 

RASA Core. The RASA NLU is the underlying fragment of the framework that comes into play as the discussion 

starts. The NLU module goes similarly to the "ear" of the structure which implies that it manages the 

comprehension of the client's discoursed and figures out the specific circumstance or sorts out the particular 

situation. This is achieved by intent classification and entity extraction. After this, the other module comes 

directly into it to set up the chatbot on the talk using significant learning - LSTM Neural Network. LSTM is 

otherwise called Long Short Term Memory which productively saves some required memory yet will eliminate 

some memory that isn't required. The furtherance of the chatbot can be depicted by taking the talk of the user 

and passing it to the Interpreter to recuperate the intents and entities where the tracker stores the 

conversation history in its memory. Then, at that point, the policy is used to conclude the accompanying action 

finally sending back the response which is completely taken by RASA Core. 

Followed by Social media Analysis, the user is supposed to upload a record for each solidifying of tweets over 

Twitter and posts over Facebook in message design. VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary for Sentiment 

Reasoning) which is generally utilized for Sentimental examination is applied to the records to get the feeling 

score. VADER is delicate to both extremity (positive/negative) and force (strength) of feeling. It is accessible in 

the NLTK package and can be enforced straightforwardly on unlabeled text information. The sentiment score of 

the text can be acquired by summarizing the force of each word in the text. VADER's Sentiment Intensity 

Analyzer () inputs a sentence and returns a word reference of scores in one of the four classes: 

• Negative 

• Neutral 

• Positive 

• Compound 

The overall Scheme of the model can be visualized as follows: 
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Architecture of the Framework to mitigate mental health issues 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The result yielded by the chatbot is intended to zero in on following: identification of psychological well-being 

issue, ideas that go about as essential consideration which is a connection to a page of NIMH followed by 

connection to page with different assets to acquire help. This is the primary screen a client would confront 

which is utilized reproduce inward harmony without restless sensations of going through a conversation 

fixated on their emotional well- being. 

 

Home screen of the web application 

These are the outcomes yielded by chatbot and social media analysis on whole for three distinct cases after 

sentiment examination utilizing NLP. 
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The first being Schizophrenia the primary picture shows the progression of discussion between the bot and 

user while the subsequent one represents social sentiment investigation where the posts of social platforms are 

combined into message archives where the VADER examination gives negative feeling respecting 

Schizophrenia. 

Schizophrenia Chat Flow 

 

Home Screen of Social media Analysis Module 
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This is the outcome yielded after the discussion with bot and nostalgic investigation on people social posts 

where first picture portrays shows analysis while following pictures are connection to ideas to cope up with 

and acquire help gave as hyperlinks in outcome screen. 

Schizophrenia Results 

 

Link directing towards Schizophrenia help guide 

 

Link directing to show sources oh help available 

Next is the situation of Depression which follows a similar drill with discussion screen, social investigation 
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screen momentarily followed by the outcome screen. 

Depression Result Screen 

Following next is the diagnosis of the case Stress having similar screens in the flow. 

 

Stressed user and bot chat flow 

 

Result screen of person identified as Stressed. 

The Accuracy of model can be characterized as the quantity of true positives and true negatives divided by the 

number of true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives. The accuracy of the training and 

validation data of the model is plotted on the following graph: 
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Accuracy of the model 

Confusion Matrix is an exceptionally well known measure utilized while taking care of classification models. It 

tends to be applied to paired arrangement as well with respect to multiclass order issues. Disarray grids 

address counts from anticipated and genuine qualities. The result "TN" represents True Negative which shows 

the quantity of negative models ordered precisely. Also, "TP" represents True Positive which shows the 

quantity of positive models arranged precisely. The expression "FP" shows False Positive worth, i.e., the 

quantity of genuine negative models delegated positive; and "FN" signifies a False Negative worth which is the 

quantity of real certain models named negative. The plotted confusion matrix can be visualized as: 

 

Confusion Matrix 
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Metrics Evaluation 

PRECISION RECALL F1-Score SUPPORT 

0.88 0.95 0.91 275 

0.92 0.92 0.92 224 

0.93 0.95 0.94 695 

0.80 0.84 0.82 159 

0.99 0.95 0.97 581 

0.93 0.58 0.71 66 

ACCURACY  0.93 2000 

V. FUTURE WORK 

Because of the limit of foundation, the bot was created to carry the specific arrangement of inquiries and 

answers restricting the extent of discussion which can be covered by the usage of cutting-edge machines. The 

bot predominantly centres around specific arrangements of emotional well-being issues which can be 

expanded with profound exploration and cooperation with psychology specialized peers. The model can be 

overhauled to such an extent that virtual entertainment investigation requires no transferring of archives 

expressly but instead happens inside with the authorization of the client. With cooperation with different firms, 

the model can be incorporated with ideas of suggestions from doctors, scheduling of appointments, and 

booking arrangements. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

With ongoing turns of events, it is clear that the clinical area is being affected extraordinarily by new innovative 

arrangements. Emotional well-being is a vital piece of the human body. Individuals experience the ill effects of 

different emotional well-being issues because of different causes which aren't unmistakable without any 

problem. Direct Counselling isn't reasonable for some, while some are not open to offering their internal 

viewpoints to someone else considering such issues incapacities that influence their standing in the public 

arena. Henceforth the utilization of trend-setting innovations like NLP, and RASA in the field of psychotherapy 

can deliver instruments that assist with stretching out the assistance to many out of luck. Through intensive 

preparation, testing, and utilization of wide scope of cases to be considered under the direction of specialists in 

the area, this can be another wave in the field. 
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